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ABSTRACT

Online forums empower people to seek and share information via discussion
threads. However, finding threads satisfying a user information need is a daunting task
due to information overload. In addition, traditional retrieval techniques do not suit the
unique structure of threads because thread retrieval returns threads, whereas traditional
retrieval techniques return text messages. A few representations have been proposed
to address this problem; and, in some representations aggregating query relevance
evidence is an essential step. This thesis proposes several data fusion techniques
to aggregate evidence of relevance within and across thread representations. In that
regard, this thesis has three contributions. Firstly, this work adapts the Voting Model
from the expert finding task to thread retrieval. The adapted Voting Model approaches
thread retrieval as a voting process. It ranks a list of messages, then it groups messages
based on their parent threads; also, it treats each ranked message as a vote supporting
the relevance of its parent thread. To rank parent threads, a data fusion technique
aggregates evidence from threads’ ranked messages. Secondly, this study proposes
two extensions of the voting model: Top K and Balanced Top K voting models. The
Top K model aggregates evidence from only the top K ranked messages from each
thread. The Balanced Top K model adds a number of artificial ranked messages to
compensate the difference if a thread has less than K ranked messages (a padding
step). Experiments with these voting models and thirteen data fusion methods reveal
that summing relevance scores of the top K ranked messages from each thread with the
padding step outperforms the state of the art on all measures on two datasets. The third
contribution of this thesis is a multi-representation thread retrieval using data fusion
techniques. In contrast to the Voting Model, data fusion methods were used to fuse
several ranked lists of threads instead of a single ranked list of messages. The thread
lists were generated by five retrieval methods based on various thread representations;
the Voting Model is one of them. The first three methods assume a message to be
the unit of indexing, while the latter two assume the title and the concatenation of the
thread message texts to be the units of indexing respectively. A thorough evaluation
of the performance of data fusion techniques in fusing various combinations of thread
representations was conducted. The experimental results show that using the sum of
relevance scores or the sum of relevance scores multiplied by the number of retrieving
methods to develop multi-representation thread retrieval improves performance and
outperforms all individual representations.
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ABSTRAK

Forum dalam talian membolehkan pengguna mencari dan berkongsi maklumat
melalui benang perbincangan. Walau bagaimanapun, pencarian benang perbincangan
adalah satu tugas yang bukan mudah disebabkan oleh beban maklumat. Disamping
itu, teknik dapatan semula tradisional tidak sesuai dengan struktur unik benang
perbincangan kerana dapatan semula benang mengembalikan benang, sementara
teknik dapatan semula tradisional mengembalikan mesej teks. Beberapa perwakilan
telah dicadangkan; dan mengagregat bukti relevansi maklumat carian merupakan
satu langkah penting. Tesis ini mencadangkan beberapa teknik gabungan data untuk
mengagregat bukti relevansi perwakilan benang perbincangan. Tesis ini mempunyai
tiga sumbangan. Pertama, kerja ini mengadaptasi model undian dari tugas carian
pakar kepada dapatan semula benang perbincangan. Kesesuaian Model Undian
mendekati dapatan semula benang perbincangan sebagai satu proses undian. Ia
memberi susunan kedudukan kepada senarai mesej, dan kemudian mengumpulkan
mesej berdasarkan benang perbincangan induk mereka; ia juga bertindak pada
setiap susunan mesej perbincangan sebagai undi yang menyokong kaitan benang
induk. Untuk mendapatkan susunan kedudukan benang perbincangan induk, teknik
gabungan data mengagregat bukti dari mesej benang perbincangan. Kedua, kajian
ini mencadangkan dua lanjutan model undian: K-Teratas dan K-Teratas Seimbang
model undian. Model K-Teratas mengagregat bukti hanya daripada K mesej
tertinggi. Model K-Teratas Seimbang menambah sesuatu susunan mesej nombor untuk
mengimbangi perbezaan jika benang perbincangan mempunyai kurang daripada K
mesej tertinggi (langkah tambahan). Melalui kajian dengan Model Undian dan 13
kaedah gabungan data, keputusan menunjukkan bahawa penjumlahan skor dari K
mesej tertinggi dari setiap benang perbincangan dengan langkah tambahan mengatasi
kaedah semasa dalam semua penilaian ke atas dua set data. Sumbangan ketiga
tesis ini adalah dapatan multi-perwakilan benang perbincangan menggunakan teknik
gabungan data. Berbeza dengan Model Undian, kaedah gabungan data telah digunakan
untuk menggabungkan beberapa senarai benang perbincangan dan bukannya satu
senarai mesej. Senarai benang perbincangan telah dihasilkan oleh lima model dapatan
semula berdasarkan pelbagai perwakilan, antaranya Model Undian. Tiga kaedah
yang pertama menganggap mesej sebagai unit pengindeksan, manakala dua kaedah
yang terakhir menggunakan tajuk dan gabungan teks mesej benang perbincangannya.
Penilaian yang menyeluruh ke atas gabungan pelbagai kombinasi perwakilan benang
perbincangan telah dijalankan. Keputusan ujikaji menunjukkan bahawa menggunakan
jumlah skor relevan atau jumlah skor relevan didarab dengan bilangan kaedah dapatan
untuk membangunkan multi-perwakilan dapatan semula benang perbincangan boleh
meningkatkan prestasi dan mengatasi semua perwakilan individu.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Introduction

Online forums are platforms that facilitate discussion and knowledge sharing in
the Web. In forums, a discussion starts when a user posts an initial message requesting
for a help or initiating a conversation in a particular matter. Afterwards, the other users
read and reply to the initial message. These replies are called reply messages. Each
pair of an initial message and its replies forms a thread. Threads that address similar
themes or topics are grouped into a sub forum. A collection of sub forums builds the
entire forums.

Online forums are rich knowledge communities for several reasons. First, the
asynchronous nature and the public accessibility of forums enable communication
between community members regardless of the physical and the temporal boundaries.
That empowers users with various areas and levels of expertise to share and seek
knowledge through in depth discussions. Second, forums have accumulated a
huge amount of content for a long time. For instance, Table 1.1 presents several
examples of forums that have accumulated content over at least five years. Third,
the archived content contains not only factual information but also detailed solutions
and troubleshooting content (Bhatia and Mitra, 2010; Seo et al., 2011). In addition, the
content is more comprehensive and objective than what might be found in web pages
(Seo et al., 2011).

Nevertheless, that knowledge is not fully utilized. Forums’ presentation and
browsing tools are limited. Every day, forums members contribute new threads.
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Table 1.1: Examples of forums and their content types

Forum Type Statistics

Ubuntu Forums Official Ubuntu Forums 1.8 million threads, 1.7 mil-
lion users, started on 2004
(Ubuntu Forums, 2013)

Lowyat.net Malaysia’s Largest Online
Community

1.3 million threads, 0.5 mil-
lion users, started on 2003
(Lowyat.net, 2013)

Body Building.com Boding building related con-
tent

4.8 million threads, 5.2 mil-
lion users, started on 2000
(Body Building.com, 2013)

Breast Cancer Breast Cancer dedicated fo-
rums

0.95 million threads, 0.11
million users, started prior to
2008 (Breast Cancer Com-
munity, 2013)

Christian Forums Faith and beliefs related con-
tent

7.69 million threads, 0.31
million users, started on 2003
(Christian Forums, 2013)

Unfortunately, the new threads are visible only for a short duration. Online forums
list threads in a reverse and chronological order; newer threads push older threads
down in the list. Figure 1.1 shows an example of a thread listing consists of ten thread
entries. As shown in the upper right corner of the figure, the number of pages is huge.
Therefore, it is impossible to navigate through threads to find a particular information.
Although a user might manage to examine the thread listing in small forums, threads’
titles do not convey threads’ contents (Bhatia and Mitra, 2010). In addition, as shown in
the figure, the information displayed for each thread entry is rather limited. Therefore,
users need a search facility to find content satisfying their information needs.

Forums provide three methods to search content. The first method is a
keywords matching. This method is limited because it is based on the Boolean model
(Elsas, 2011b). The second method is a message search using a database backend full
text search. This method is not adequate because it causes confusion. The reason
is that a database engine indexes messages rather than threads. Therefore, when the
database search engine matches a query against messages, it calculates the relevance
score between all messages in the message table and the query; then, it returns the
highest scoring messages to users. Returning a single message might confuse the user
because it might be taken out of the discussion context, especially if it addresses other
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Figure 1.1: An example of a thread listing

reply messages in a thread. Lastly, the third method is searching using commercial
web search engines. However, this method is not adequate due to the different
structure and nature of retrieval in online forums (Seo et al., 2009; Bhatia and Mitra,
2010). In addition to that, web search engines index only publicly accessible content.
Sometimes, some contents are provided only to registered users. Therefore, a built-in
search engine is needed to leverage such contents.

Thread retrieval is one tool that enables searching content on forums. However,
thread retrieval is not a trivial task because a thread is not the unit of text; the unit of text
is the thread message. Researches in thread retrieval (Elsas and Carbonell, 2009; Seo
et al., 2009; Bhatia and Mitra, 2010; Seo, 2011; Elsas, 2011b) have proposed several
solutions to tackle this problem. These solutions leverage different thread structures
and ways to fuse evidence within and across these structures. For instance, Elsas
and Carbonell (2009) represented threads as collections of messages. Then, to rank
threads, the authors fused the individual message relevance scores. Each individual
message relevance score is an evidence of thread relevance. Aggregating evidence
from messages is an example of fusing evidence within a structure or a representation.
An example of aggregating evidence across structures or representations is proposed
by (Seo et al., 2009). Here, the authors proposed two representations of threads. The
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first is representing a thread as concatenation of its message texts. The second is
representing a thread as a set of messages. To rank threads, a weighted product of
the thread relevance scores based on the individual representations was used. Each
representation based relevance score is considered as an evidence. This thesis focus is
using data fusion techniques to combine relevance evidence in the above scenarios.

Data fusion is related to the concept of fusing several inputs related to a certain
object into a useful output (Wikipedia, 2013b). In the context of information retrieval,
the terms “data fusion” and “meta search” have been used interchangeably to refer
to the techniques that fuse several ranked lists of documents (Aslam and Montague,
2001). Based on what a data fusion technique aggregates about a document in the
ranked lists, it can be classified as a rank or a score based technique.

A score based method aggregates the relevance scores of a document. Some
seminal score based methods are CombMAX, CombSUM and CombANZ (Shaw and
Fox, 1994). CombMAX assigns the maximum of relevance scores as the document
final score. CombSUM, and CombANZ assign the sum and the average of scores as
the document final score.

A rank based method fuse the ranking positions of documents on the ranked
lists such as the Reciprocal Rank (RR) (Zhang et al., 2002) method. For instance, if
there are two ranked lists of documents, and a document was ranked first in the first
list and fourth in the second list, then the document’s final score using RR is equal to
1/1 + 1/4 = 1.25.

Many data fusion inspired solutions have been used to combine evidence
of relevance in many search tasks that share resemblance to thread retrieval such
as ranking aggregates tasks (Macdonald and Ounis, 2008a,b, 2011) and multi-
representation search tasks (Ogilvie and Callan, 2003; Wu et al., 2012). Because of
that, this thesis develops several evidence combination methods for thread retrieval
based on the data fusion techniques.
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1.2 Problem Background

One of the problems in thread retrieval is that the retrieval, and the text units
are different. In thread retrieval, the text units are the messages, whereas a user expects
a ranked list of threads. This section reviews solutions to this problem.

1.2.1 Text and Retrieval Units Mismatch

Elsas and Carbonell (2009) proposed two strategies to tackle the mismatch
problem: inclusive and selective. The inclusive strategy utilizes all messages ranking
parent threads. Two models from previous work on blog feed retrieval (Elsas et al.,
2008) were adapted to thread search: the large and the small document models. The
large document model creates a virtual document for each thread by concatenating
the thread message texts, then it scores threads based on their virtual document
relevance to the query. In contrast, the small document model defines a thread as a
collection of text units (messages). Then, it scores threads by averaging their message
relevance scores. In the selective strategy, Elsas and Carbonell (2009) treated threads
as collections of messages and used only few messages to rank threads. Three selective
methods were used. The first one is scoring threads using only the initial message
relevance score. The second method scores threads by taking the maximum score
of their message relevance scores. The third method is based on the Pseudo Cluster
Selection method (PCS) (Seo and Croft, 2008). PCS scores threads in two steps: it
retrieves an initial ranked list of messages, then it ranks threads by taking the geometric
mean of the top K ranked messages’ scores from each thread. If a thread has less than
K messages, PCS adds a padding message whose value is the relevance value of the
minimum scoring message on the initial ranked list. Generally, it was found that the
selective models are statistically superior to the inclusive models (Elsas and Carbonell,
2009; Elsas, 2011a). In addition, PCS is superior to all methods.

Nevertheless, PCS was not only applied to fuse message relevance scores, but
also to fuse relevance scores of other types of text units. For instance, Seo et al. (2009)
treated a thread as a collection of several local contexts. A local context is a self-
contained text unit. Seo et al. (2009) proposed four contexts: posts, pairs, dialogues
and the entire thread. The thread and the post contexts are identical to the virtual
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document, and the message based representations (Elsas and Carbonell, 2009). In
the pair and the dialogue contexts, the conversational relationship between messages
is exploited to build text units. To rank threads using a particular local context, the
authors then ranked a list of local contexts, then they ranked threads by applying PCS
to the threads’ ranked contexts’ relevance scores. It was observed that the retrieval
using the dialogue context outperformed retrieval using other contexts. In summary,
regardless the definition of text unit, two steps were involved to rank threads: rank a
list of text units based on their relevance to the user query, and then score threads by
aggregating their ranked text units’ relevance scores.

Ranking text units in order to rank their associated objects is well studied in
ranking aggregates tasks (Macdonald and Ounis, 2011). Examples of these tasks are:
experts finding (Balog et al., 2012) and blog feed topic distillation (Santos et al., 2012).
The expert finding task is defined as retrieving a list of people who are experts on the
topic of the user query (Macdonald and Ounis, 2008b). To estimate the expertise of a
person, methods in this task leverage the documents that are associated with, or written
by that person (Macdonald and Ounis, 2008b). The blog topic distillation task focuses
on finding blogs that have recurring interest on the topic of the user query (Santos et al.,
2012). To estimate this aspect, methods in this task leverage the blogs’ postings.

Macdonald and Ounis (2008b) (Voting Model) modeled the problem of expert
finding as a voting process. Motivated by the success of the Voting Model in the
expert finding task, Macdonald and Ounis (2008a) modeled the blog topic distillation
task as a voting process as well. In both tasks, the Voting Model first ranks a list of
documents (the people’s documents or the blogs’ postings) with respect to a user query
using an underlined text retrieval model, then it considers each ranked document as a
vote supporting the relevance of its associated object (the person or the blog). Then,
data fusion techniques were used to aggregate these votes. However, instead of fusing
several ranked lists, there was only one list. In addition, the relevance scores or the
ranking positions of the documents are not fused to rank documents but to rank the
associated expert or blog. Indeed, in both tasks, the voting approach was found to be
statistically superior to baseline methods (Macdonald and Ounis, 2008b,a). However,
the performance of each voting technique was not consistent across tasks and datasets
(Macdonald and Ounis, 2011): the CombMAX method, which performed well on the
expert finding setting, was significantly worse than the other voting methods on the
blog distillation setting (Macdonald and Ounis, 2008a).
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This inconsistency of CombMAX’s performance is due to the differences on
the nature of documents and the definition of relevance on both tasks (Macdonald and
Ounis, 2008a, 2011; Santos et al., 2012). Such factors are also different in thread
retrieval as well. For instance, the average length of a thread message is much shorter
than the average length of a blog posting (Elsas, 2011b). In addition, a thread message
is topically related to its parent thread’s messages; hence, understanding the message
content might not be possible without looking at the thread discussion context. In
contrast, in a blog, the postings are written independently from each other; the purpose
of a blog posting is to share an experience or a thought the blog owner has. In fact, a
major issue in blog topic distillation is how to model the topic diversity of postings
while ranking blogs (Seo and Croft, 2008; Santos et al., 2012). In addition, blog
postings are written mostly by a single author. However, in threads, the messages
are written by several authors who vary on their writing styles, skills and expertise.
Furthermore, in thread retrieval, a thread is considered relevant if it is topically relevant
to the user query. However, in blog topic distillation, whereas a blog is relevant only
if it has a recurring interest though it might have a posting that is relevant (Macdonald
and Ounis, 2008a; Seo and Croft, 2008).

As compared to expert finding, a thread message belongs only to a single
thread, whereas a document might be associated with several people. In addition,
the association of documents to people is a challenge in expert finding (Balog et al.,
2012), but this is not the case on thread retrieval.

In summary, thread retrieval resembles expert finding and blog topic distillation
in the general problem, but it differs from them on several aspects such as the thread
physical and conversational structure and the notion of a relevant thread. Furthermore,
although the maximum score method (Elsas and Carbonell, 2009) is similar to the
CombMAX technique from the Voting Model (Macdonald and Ounis, 2008b,a), it is
only one method from the twelve aggregation methods employed by the Voting Model.
In addition, this particular method has shown inconsistent performance as discussed
above. Therefore, in thread retrieval, the Voting Model will provide a general approach
to tackle the mismatch between the text and the retrieval units. That is it ranks an
initial list of messages, then it considers each ranked message as a vote supporting the
relevance of its parent thread. However, the performance of the aggregation (voting)
techniques is still an open question.
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In connection to previous works in thread retrieval, Elsas (2011a) reported
that ranking threads using the maximum score of their message relevance scores is
superior to using the average; and, ranking threads using the Pseudo Cluster Selection
method (PCS) (Seo and Croft, 2008; Elsas and Carbonell, 2009) is statistically superior
to both methods. The average score method will be affected by the messages with
low scores, whereas the maximum score method favors threads with highly ranked
messages. In addition, the maximum score method is a special case of PCS(K =
1) (Elsas and Carbonell, 2009; Elsas, 2011a). In other words, focusing on highly
ranked messages improve the retrieval performance. In the ranking aggregates tasks
introduced previously (Macdonald and Ounis, 2008b,a), voting techniques, other than
CombMAX, which promote aggregates with highly ranked documents, were found to
perform consistently good. Therefore, applying the Voting Model to fuse evidence
from only the top K ranked documents might improve performance.

1.2.2 Leveraging Multiple Representations

Researches in thread retrieval have focused on combining evidence of relevance
not only within the same representation but also across representations. For instance,
Seo et al. (2009) proposed a weighted product (non-linear interpolation) between the
relevance score using the thread context and the relevance score using the message, the
pair or the dialogue context. It was reported that the weighted product was better than
the individual contexts. Seo (2011) used the learning to rank approach (Liu, 2011) to
combine evidence of relevance from the thread, the message and the dialogue contexts.
Bhatia and Mitra (2010) defined a thread as a structured document: a document that
consists of three small text units, which are the title, the initial message and the reply
messages set; then, the query terms were given different weights based on where these
terms appear. Generally, these models (Seo et al., 2009; Seo, 2011; Bhatia and Mitra,
2010) are examples of retrieval using multiple representations. In addition, they require
training in order to obtain good results.

The representation proposed by Elsas and Carbonell (2009) were subsumed by
the non-linear interpolation of the virtual document representation and the message
context representation introduced in (Seo et al., 2009, 2011). However, none of the
thread representations proposed in Elsas and Carbonell (2009) and Seo et al. (2009)
were integrated by (Bhatia and Mitra, 2010). Similarly, the structural components
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of Bhatia and Mitra (2010) were not considered by (Seo, 2011). One reason for the
exclusion of some methods across these studies is the lacking of a general framework
that combines all representations. Many of these representations used different
approaches on exploiting thread structure. As a result, this thesis proposes to use
meta search techniques to combine these representations. A meta search technique
consumes the outputs of these representations, which are ranked lists of threads, hence
combining these representations becomes feasible. Furthermore, many meta search
techniques do not require training. Considering that online forums vary in their abilities
to construct training models, using meta search techniques to combine various thread
representations is a better approach.

In the literature of information retrieval, Ogilvie and Callan (2003) and Wu
et al. (2012) identified two approaches to retrieval using multiple representations:
within search and after search. To estimate the relevance of a document, the within
search based methods use a supervised approach on fusing the relevance scores coming
from each representation. In other words, the within search methods require training to
work effectively. The after search methods used meta search techniques to fuse ranked
lists of documents that were generated by retrieval models based on the individual
representations. It was found that both approaches are competitive to each other on
two search tasks: the known item search (Ogilvie and Callan, 2003; Wu et al., 2012)
and the web topic distillation (Wu et al., 2012).

In summary, this thesis proposes several data fusion inspired techniques to
improve thread retrieval. A group of these techniques focus on the combination of
evidence within the same representation such as fusing the message relevance scores
when treating a thread as a collection of messages. The other group of techniques
address the combination of relevance evidence from different thread representations
such as combining evidence from the message and the virtual document based
representations. Throughout this thesis, the term ”Voting Model” refers to methods
from the first group, while the term ”meta search techniques” refers to methods from
the second group. In addition, a voting technique fuses evidence from a single ranked
list of messages, whereas a meta search technique aggregates evidence from multiple
ranked lists of threads.
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1.3 Problem Statement

Based on the discussion presented in the previous section, this thesis
hypothesizes that data fusion inspired techniques such as the voting and the meta
search techniques can improve evidence combination on thread retrieval. To test this
hypothesis, the thesis investigates the following questions:

RQ 1: Will the Voting Model improves thread retrieval? Which voting technique
is the best?

RQ 2: Will the combination of the Voting Model with the Pseudo Cluster Selection
method improve the performance of the voting techniques? If yes, is the
improvement consistent on all techniques?

RQ 3: Will the combination of multiple thread representations using meta search
techniques improve retrieval? Which meta search technique is the best?

RQ 4: Is it possible to improve retrieval using a few representations? If yes, what
are these representations?

1.4 Objectives

The following are the objectives of this thesis:

1. To adapt the Voting Model to thread retrieval and evaluate its performance.

2. To combine the Voting Model with the Pseudo Cluster Selection method.

3. To develop multi-representation thread retrieval using meta search techniques.
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1.5 Scope

The following are the scopes of this thesis:

• The major focus of this work is fusing relevance evidence within and across
structures.

• Only query dependent relevance estimates are fused. No document priors are
assumed.

• In developing thread retrieval methods, only methods that use thread content are
used. In addition, the methods that require recovering of thread structure are
not considered due to the instability of retrieval using inaccurate thread structure
(Seo et al., 2009; Seo, 2011).

• Only the data fusion methods that do not require training are used to enable the
implementation of these methods on web forums; where training resources are
not available.

• All experiments are conducted using a corpus that was used by (Bhatia and
Mitra, 2010).

• All retrieval methods are benchmarked using the standard Ad Hoc retrieval
evaluation measures. These measures are Precision at the top 10
retrieved documents (P@10), Normalized Discounted Cumulative Gain at 10
(NDCG@10), Mean Reciprocal Rank(MRR) and Mean Average Precision
(MAP) (Mark, 2010).

1.6 Thesis Structure

The remaining of this thesis consists of five chapters. Chapter 2 presents the
academic literature in which this thesis is built upon. In particular, it reviews related
concepts to forums, information retrieval and data fusion applications on information
retrieval. It then reviews related works to thread retrieval and identifies research gaps
in which data fusion could fill in.
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Chapter 3 details the thesis methodology in addressing the research questions
and achieving the objectives. Chapter 4 presents the first contribution of the thesis,
which is adapting the Voting Model to thread retrieval and evaluating its performance.
Chapter 5 presents the thesis second contribution which is extending the Voting
Model by borrowing ideas from the Pseudo Cluster Selection method. Chapter 6
presents the third contribution: a meta search approach to rank threads using multiple
representations. Chapter 7 reasserts the main findings of this thesis and outlines the
potential future works.
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